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Abstract

Introduction. Fenofibrate (FN) is a hypolipemic drug used for the treatment of mixed dyslipidemia. Since in our previous study FN administration to young and old rats adversely affected the serum activity of liver marker enzymes, we decided to examine the effects of FN on liver ultrastructure of young and old animals.

Material and methods. Young and old rats were fed standard rodent chow supplemented with 0.1% FN for 30 days. Liver samples obtained from animals under full anesthesia were processed by routine methods to obtain ultrathin and histological sections for the examination by light microscopy (LM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Furthermore, liver lysates were analyzed by Western blotting for the expression of the autophagy-related proteins LC3A/B and beclin 1.

Results. The ultrastructure of hepatocytes in both age groups was well-preserved, with the presence of abundant mitochondria, numerous peroxisomes and lysosomes, glycogen stored in the form of rosettes, and occasionally autolysosomes. However, hepatocytes of old control rats contained less mitochondria and peroxisomes, and more lipid droplets than cells of young animals. The effects of FN on liver ultrastructure were age-depended. FN increased the relative number of mitochondria and peroxisomes in the hepatocytes of old, and did not affect their number in young rats. Moreover, FN decreased and increased the relative number of lipid droplets in the hepatocytes of old and young rats, respectively. At the LM level, Oil Red O staining revealed smaller and larger lipid droplets within hepatocytes and non-parenchymal liver cells. In the livers of young and old rats lipid droplets were distributed mainly in the periportal zones of hepatic lobules. Morphometric analysis confirmed that livers of control old rats contained more lipid-stainable areas than those of young ones; however, no effect of FN was observed either in young or old rats. Despite larger size of autolysosomes and autophagic vacuoles in hepatocytes of old rats, the expression of autophagy-related proteins did not differ in the livers of control and fenofibrate-treated young and old animals.

Conclusions. The results of our study suggest that fenofibrate, apart from its hypolipemic action, may have beneficial effect on the energy metabolism in the liver of old individuals by increasing the number of mitochondria and peroxisomes in hepatocytes.
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Introduction

Fenofibrate (FN) has been used to correct lipid abnormalities in patients with dyslipidemias [1, 2]. Hypolipemic effects of FN are related to the activation of a class of intracellular receptors, known as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs), especially PPARα in the liver [3]. These receptors modulate carbohydrate and lipid metabolism by the up- or downregulation of the transcription of multiple genes that are responsible for the regulation of hepatic lipid metabolism [4, 5].

Depending on the dose, FN can induce adverse side effects in the liver [6, 7]. In our previous work we showed that, apart from beneficial effects on the levels of serum lipids, FN administration for 30 days to young and old rats was associated with alterations of liver histological structure and increased blood serum activity of alkaline phosphatase [8]. Other studies showed that PPARα activation by fibrates induces in rodents strong proliferation of peroxisomes, resulting in hyperplasia and hypertrophy of hepatocytes [9–12]. In liver-specific humanized PPARα transgenic mice, FN caused proliferation of liver cells and hepatocyte hypertrophy, dependent on the dose and duration of FN treatment [12]. Moreover, PPARα activation decreased apoptosis in an experimental rat cholestasis model [9]. However, the effects of PPARα ligands, such as FN, on hepatocyte and peroxisome proliferation differ between rodents and humans [13].

Even though biological effects of FN have been studied almost for forty years, there is scarcity of data on age-dependent effects of the drug. In our previous study performed on old and young rats we found, beside the expected hypolipemic action of FN, also some indices of adverse effects of FN on the liver function and structure at the light-microscopic level. Therefore, in the present study we decided to compare FN’s effects on hepatocytes’ ultrastructure in young and old healthy Wistar-Han rats, and on the expression of autophagy-related proteins, i.e. LC3A/B which is related to autophagosome formation, and beclin 1, a common regulator of autophagy and apoptosis [14].
Materials and methods

Animals. The experiment was carried out on young (4-month-old) and old (24-month-old) male Wistar-Han rats, bred in the Academic Animal Experimental Center in Gdansk, Poland, and housed one per cage in standard breeding conditions (22 ± 2°C, humidity 55 ± 10%, 12h/12h light/dark cycle). The experimental procedures were approved by the Local Ethics Committee in Bydgoszcz, Poland (protocols No. 41/2017, 58/2017, 40/2018, and 5/2019), and carried out accordingly.

Administration of FN and material sampling for electron and light microscopy. Young and old rats were fed either standard rodent chow (Labofeed H, Wytwornia Pasz Morawski, Kcynia, Poland) (control animals) or the same chow supplemented with 0.1% FN (Glentham Life Sciences, Corsham, UK) (FN-treated group). For electron microscopy studies, two young and two old animals from each group were anesthetized using ketamine 90 mg/kg and xylazine 10 mg/kg, i.p. Slitting the chest exposed the heart and a perfusion needle was inserted into the left ventricle of the heart. At the same time, the continuity of veins falling into the right atrium of the heart was broken. First, a 0.9% NaCl solution with 500 units of heparin to prevent blood clotting was injected in order to rinse blood from the circulatory system. Then, a fixative (2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)) was administered (approx. 400 ml per 250 g of animal weight). In the first phase, the fixer was pressed in faster (10 ml/min), and then the pump flow was halved. After perfusion, the fixative was removed from the pump tubing by rinsing it with saline solution. Liver samples (approx. 1 mm³) were collected and immediately placed in the same fixative solution before further processing. For light microscopy examination, three animals per group were sacrificed under full anesthesia (ketamine 90 mg/kg and xylazine 10 mg/kg, i.p.) through exsanguination from heart puncture, followed by decapitation. Liver samples were collected and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for further processing.

Transmission electron microscopy. For ultrastructural examination of hepatocytes, the liver samples of two rats from each group were analyzed. After overnight fixation in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), tissues were treated with 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.12 M phosphate buffer and embedded in epon resin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were cut and, after dehydration, stained with uranyl
acetate (Plano GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) and lead citrate (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA). Samples were analyzed with a transmission electron microscope (JEOL JEM-1200 EX II, University Park, PA, USA) at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV.

**Oil Red O staining.** Seven-μm-thick frozen liver sections of three rats per group were obtained using a cryostat (Leica CM1950, Kawaska, Warsaw, Poland), and mounted on glass slides (SuperFrost Ultra Plus, Thermo Scientific, Vantaa, Finland). The sections were briefly washed in dH₂O, PBS-buffered 4% paraformaldehyde for 1 min, and briefly in absolute alcohol. Then, the sections were incubated in fresh-diluted 0.5% Oil Red O solution in isopropyl alcohol (Sigma-Aldrich) for 12 min, briefly washed in dH₂O, and incubated in Harris’s hematoxylin solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 s, briefly washed in dH₂O and 80% ethanol solution, and embedded in glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich).

**Morphometric studies.** In the samples of the liver from each group of animals the cytoplasm of randomly selected hepatocytes located in various regions of the ultrathin sections was outlined and its area was measured with the use of the ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Thereafter, the number of mitochondria, peroxisomes, and lipid droplets in chosen area was counted. Basically, the morphometry was performed at the magnification of 10,000× and 15,000×. The results are shown as the number of the listed structures per unit area of the cytoplasm expressed in square micrometers.

For the measurement of relative content of lipid droplets in liver samples, two non-contiguous sections from three rats per each group were analyzed, in three to five randomly-selected view fields at the 20× objective magnification in each section. Microphotographs were obtained using Olympus BX43 microscope equipped with an Olympus UC 90 digital camera (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

The relative area occupied in the Oil Red O stained sections by the lipid droplets were analyzed using the cellSens Dimension Software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).
**Western blotting.** The semi-quantification of LC3A/B and beclin 1 proteins in the liver was performed by Western blotting (WB) in 4 samples from every group. Whole-cell lysates were obtained using the Mammalian Cell Extraction Kit (BioVision, Milipitas, CA, USA) and 20 μg protein samples were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gels, transferred to PVDF membranes (Bio-Rad, Warsaw, Poland), and blocked with 7% non-fat milk in TBS with 0.1% Tween20 (TBST) for 1.5 h. The membranes were incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-LC3A/B (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, Texas) or anti-beclin 1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) rabbit polyclonal antibodies at 1:1,000 dilution in 3% non-fat milk in TBST. Thereafter, the membranes were incubated with HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:10,000 dilution in 3% non-fat milk in TBST for 2 h at room temperature. Bands were visualized using Clarity Western ECL Substrate (Bio-Rad) and developed using ImageQuant LAS 500 Chemiluminescence CCD Camera (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). LC3A/B and beclin1 protein levels were analyzed relative to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) levels (1:50,000 antibody dilution in 3% non-fat milk in TBST; Sigma-Aldrich) using QuantityOne Software (Bio-Rad).

**Statistical analysis.** Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v. 3.0 software (GraphPad Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). After applying Shapiro-Wilk test for normality and Grubbs test for outliers, statistical analyses were performed using Student t-test (for relative area density of organelles and relative area of lipid droplets) or nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (for proteins’ expression in WB). Data are presented as mean ± SD. Statistical significance was set at $p < 0.05$.

**Results**

**Ultrastructure of hepatocytes of young and old rats**

In control young rats, electron microscopy revealed well-preserved ultrastructure of hepatocytes. The cells presented normal structure of numerous mitochondria, abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER), and numerous peroxisomes and lysosomes (Figs. 1B and 2B; Suppl. Figs. 2 and 4), glycogen stored in a form of ‘rosettes’ (Figs. 1B and 2A; Suppl. Fig. 4) and lipid droplets (Suppl. Figs. 1 and 3). Some hepatocytes in the liver of young rats were binucleated (Fig. 1A; Suppl. Fig. 2).
In control old rats, electron microscopy revealed, similarly to young ones, well-preserved ultrastructure of hepatocytes (Figs. 1C, 1D, 2C, and 2D). However, in comparison to young animals, hepatocytes of old control animals contained relatively more electron-dense mitochondria (Figs. 1C, 1D, 2C, and 2D), well-developed RER (Figs. 1D, 2C; Suppl. Figs. 5 and 6), and some autolysosomes (Figs. 1C and 2D; Suppl. Figs. 6 and 8). Moreover, hepatocytes of control old rats appeared to have more lipid droplets (Fig. 1D), peroxisomes (Fig. 2D; Suppl. Fig. 8) and glycogen ‘rosettes’ (Figs. 2C and 2D; Suppl. Figs. 6 and 7) than hepatocytes of young animals. Binucleated and polyploid hepatocytes seemed to occur more often in the liver of old rats (Fig. 1C).

In comparison to young control animals, hepatocytes of FN-treated young rats revealed numerous mitochondria with more electron-dense matrix (Fig. 3A; Suppl. Figs. 9 and 10), more peroxisomes and lysosomes (Figs. 3A, 3B, and 4B; Suppl. Figs. 9 and 10) and occasionally autophagosomes (Suppl. Fig. 9) and autophagic vacuoles (Fig. 4A). Some lipid droplets were also seen (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the intercellular spaces were distended (Fig. 3A).

In comparison to old control animals, hepatocytes of FN-treated old rats appeared to have more mitochondria, peroxisomes, lysosomes, RER cisternae (Figs. 3C and 3D; Suppl. Figs. 11) and glycogen ‘rosettes’ (Figs. 4C and 4D). Compared with the hepatocytes of control rats, the number of lipid droplets seemed to be lower in the cells of FN-treated old animals (Fig. 3C; Suppl. Fig. 11) whereas the content of autophagosomes and autolysosomes seemed to be more variable (Figs. 4C and 4D).

In the livers of both control and FN-treated young and old rats, hepatocytes were connected by numerous junctional complexes with prominent desmosomes (Figs. 1D and 3C; Suppl. Figs. 5 and 11).

Morphometric analysis at the electron microscopic level

Because the qualitative analysis of electron-microscopic photographs suggested the presence of some age- or FN-related changes in the number of hepatocytes’ organelles, we performed semi-quantitative morphometric analysis to determine relative area density of mitochondria, peroxisomes, and lipid droplets in hepatocytes of each experimental group.

We found that in the hepatocytes of old control rats the relative number of mitochondria and peroxisomes was lower by 29% ($p < 0.05$) and 57% ($p < 0.05$), respectively, than in
hepatocytes of control young rats. FN treatment increased the number of mitochondria and peroxisomes in hepatocytes of old rats by 57% and 300%, respectively ($p < 0.05$ and $p < 0.01$). However, FN did not affect the number of mitochondria or peroxisomes in hepatocytes of young rats (Fig. 5).

We also found that in hepatocytes of control old rats the relative number of lipid droplets was 3-fold higher than in cells of young animals ($p < 0.01$) (Fig. 5). FN treatment decreased the number of lipid droplets by 50% ($p < 0.05$) in hepatocytes of old rats, and increased it by 50% in cells of young animals (Fig. 5).

**Relative content of lipid droplets measured in liver sections stained by Oil Red O method**

The heterogeneity of the liver lobule has been described for some basic metabolic pathways [15, 16]. Since our EM study had basically qualitative character and the sampled pieces of liver tissue were derived from the middle part of classic hepatic lobules (zone 2 of portal lobule), we decided to test the expression of lipid droplets across the liver lobule in cryostat sections stained with Oil Red O. This method made it possible to assess semi-quantitatively the relative area occupied by lipid droplets in the liver sections. In the livers of control both young and old rats, Oil Red O staining revealed the presence of lipid droplets mainly in the hepatocytes of the periportal zone of the classic hepatic lobule (zone 1 of portal lobule); however, the intensity of the staining reaction was much higher in the liver of old rats (Fig. 6). The FN treatment resulted in more homogenous distribution of lipid droplets within hepatic lobules and seemingly lower staining intensity (Fig. 6B, D) which prompted us to assess drug's action by a morphometric method. It revealed that the relative area density of lipid droplets was higher in the liver of control old rats by 371% ($p < 0.01$) than in young ones. The treatment of both young and old rats with 0.1% FN did not cause any significant changes in the area density of lipid droplets in young and old rats ($p > 0.05$) (Fig. 6E).

**Expression of pro-autophagic proteins LC3A/B and beclin 1**

One of the features of cell senescence is decreased number of autophagic structures/vacuoles [17]. Western blot method was used to assess the relative levels of LC3A/B and beclin 1 proteins in the homogenates of rat livers. We did not observe any age-related changes, although there was a notable tendency towards lower expression of LC3A/B and increased expression of beclin 1 in control old rats as compared to young ones. The FN treatment was
not associated with any significant changes in the expression levels of autophagy-related proteins LC3A/B and beclin 1 in the liver of either young and old rats (Fig. 7).

**Discussion**

Fenofibrate has been approved for treating dyslipidemias; however, its effects on the liver ultrastructure in the context of aging have not been thoroughly investigated. Our study revealed some important differences in the submicroscopic structure of hepatocytes of young and old male rats which were subjected to short-term, 30-day-long FN treatment. We suggest that it may reflect changes in liver function, as indicated by changes in biochemical serum parameters and liver morphology described in our previous report [8].

It has been showed that aging in rodents is associated with some decline of mitochondrial function with mitochondria from old mice characterized by less regular and more heterogeneous cristae not arranged in parallel stacks [18], and increased content of oxidation products of phospholipids, proteins and DNA, decreased membrane potential, and increased mitochondrial size and fragility [19]. It was revealed that aging in rodents [20–22] and humans [22] is associated with the increase in individual mitochondrial volume and decline in the number of mitochondria in the liver. These findings are supported by our observation of the increased matrix electron density of mitochondria in hepatocytes of old rats. Our finding of the lower relative number of mitochondria in hepatocytes of control old rats as compared to young ones was reported by some, however not all, investigators. E.g. much higher decline (3.5 times) was found in the relative number of mitochondrial profiles in the livers of 24-month-old control mice as compared with 6-month old animals [23]. In hepatocytes isolated from 22–23 and 32–36 month-old Wistar rats the number of mitochondria per cell was similar; however, mitochondria of old animals were larger than mitochondria in hepatocytes of 3–4 month-old rats that was explained by age-related increase in mitochondrial matrix volume [24]. Electron cryotomography showed that in the mitochondria isolated from the livers of old (80–96-week-old) mice mitochondrial cristae were less regular and not arranged in parallel stacks, less interconnected, generally wider and not spanning the entire mitochondrion in comparison with mitochondria from livers of 20-week-old animals [18].
Łysek-Gładysińska et al. observed increased number of damaged mitochondria in the hepatocytes of 17-month-old mice as compared to 6-month old animals [21]. Interestingly, no age-dependent increase in hydrogen peroxide release relative to the amount of oxygen consumed was observed in the isolated murine liver mitochondria [18].

The short-term FN treatment of old rats resulted in the appearance more electron-dense mitochondria in hepatocytes of both young and old animals than in control ones. Moreover, FN increased relative number of mitochondria only in hepatocytes of old rats that was lower in control old animals as compared to young ones. Since mitochondria play a major role in the energy homeostasis, this novel observation may indicate beneficial effect of FN that upregulated age-related decline of the number of mitochondria in rat hepatocytes.

Peroxisomes, abundant in cells that are involved in lipid and xenobiotics metabolism, play a major role in the breakdown of long-chain fatty acids, thereby complementing mitochondrial fatty-acid oxidation [25]. In our study we demonstrated that the age is associated with the decrease in relative number of peroxisomes in hepatocytes, and FN administration increases the relative number of peroxisomes only in hepatocytes of old rats. Together with the effect of FN on the relative number of mitochondria in hepatocytes of old rats this finding suggests beneficial effects of FN on the on the hepatic lipid and energy metabolism in aged rodents.

Although FN was shown to increase the number of peroxisomes in the liver of juvenile (5-week-old) male Wistar rats after two weeks of 0.1% FN administration [26], this effect was not observed by us in the liver of adult, sexually mature animals. The discrepancy between our data and those of the other authors could be attributed to differences between rat strains [26, 27]. For example, in the liver of 27-month-old male Fischer 344 rats, clofibrate acid, one of the model fibrates, induced only slight proliferation of peroxisomes [28]. Moreover, FN did not cause proliferation of peroxisomes in the liver of rhesus monkeys (treatment with 200 mg/kg body weight/day FN for 12 months) [29]. It is also possible that the chosen dose of FN or the duration of its administration were too short to induce proliferation of peroxisomes in hepatocytes of young and old rat.

It is widely known that aging is associated with lipid accumulation in the liver [30]. In our study we reveal that old age of rats was associated with the increase in relative number of lipid droplets within single hepatocytes and in liver sections at the light microscopy level. Similar increase in lipid droplets were found in the liver of aging mice [21, 31]. Interestingly, in Fischer 344 male rats the volume of lipid droplets in hepatocytes undergoes a biphasic response during aging, i.e. gradual post-maturational increase is followed by the decline
during late senescence [22, 32]. The beneficial effect of FN on the relative number of lipid droplets in hepatocytes of old rats was not observed in young animals in whom only a slight increase was found. This discrepancy may be caused by originally higher content of lipid droplets in old hepatocytes and, probably, increased sensitivity of old rats’ hepatocytes to the action of FN, as observed also for the relative number of mitochondria and peroxisomes. In contrast to these ultrastructural observations, FN did not alter the relative area occupied by lipid droplets detected by Oil Red O staining at the light microscopy level. This may be due to the accumulation of lipid vacuoles in hepatic stellate cells which were not analyzed by electron-microscopy morphometry. We are not aware of any studies that investigated effects of FN on the liver fat-storing (or Ito) cells. Similar effect was observed in hyperlipidemic patients with the presence of lipid droplets in the liver cells and numerous hepatocytes containing medium- or large-size lipid droplets in 6 out of 28 FN-treated patients [33].

Autophagosomes and autolysosomes play a critical role in maintaining normal intracellular homoeostasis in response to various stresses, and autophagy, the process associated with the formation of this structures, controls the quality and quantity of cellular organelles and macromolecules [34]. The liver presents high levels of metabolic-stress-induced autophagy that is under the regulation of hormones and amino acids’ concentrations. Liver autophagy provides starved cells with amino acids, glucose and free fatty acids for use in energy production and synthesis of new macromolecules. It is also known that liver autophagy contributes to basic hepatic functions, including glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis and β-oxidation, through selective turnover of specific cargos controlled by a series of transcription factors, e.g. CREB (cAMP response element) or PPARα [17, 34]. Impaired or deficient autophagy is believed to be associated with aging, and several age-related pathologies [17].

In our study, ultrastructural examination of hepatocytes revealed the presence of autophagosomes and autolysosomes in both age groups. It was showed that in C57BL/6 female mice the number of autophagic structures/vacuoles in hepatocytes decreased with age, and suggested that the age-related decrease in autophagy in the liver may induce accumulation of cellular materials in the liver of aged mice [17]. The study on 26-month-old male Fisher rats showed that there was no effect of age on the fractional volume of autophagic vacuoles [35]. In our study we did not found age-related differences in hepatic expression of LC3A/B (related to autophagosome formation) and beclin 1 proteins (a common regulator of autophagy and apoptosis). Other authors reported that in old compared to young rats,
expression of beclin 1, LC3-1 and procathepsin D was decreased, and expression of cathepsin D (a product of procathepsin D proteolytic activation in lysosomes) was increased [35].

Our examination of hepatocytes ultrastructure revealed the presence of autophagosomes and autolysosomes in young and old FN-treated rats. Recent studies showed that hepatic autophagy is activated via PPARα after short-term treatment with PPARα agonists both in vivo and in vitro [36, 37]. There are some data suggesting that treatment with FN may have various effects on autophagy in hepatocytes. In neonate, 5-day-old G6pc−/− mice (autosomal mutation in glucose-6-phosphatase; a model of neonatal glycogen storage disease type Ia) 5-day-long treatment with FN induced autophagy in the liver accompanied by increased hepatic LC3-II and beclin 1 protein expression, and TEM analyses revealed numerous autophagosomes with electron-dense glycogen granules [14]. In hepatocytes isolated from 8-week-old male C57BL/6J mice treated with FN (0.5–5 µg/ml for 24 hours), the drug exerted a protective effect against acetaminophen (APAP)-induced hepatotoxicity by enhancing autophagy via elevation of LC3-II and degradation of p62 proteins [23]. In contrast, Zhu et al. observed no effect of FN on the process of autophagy in monosodium glutamate (MSG)-induced obese mice that were treated with FN for 5 weeks at dose 45 mg/kg [38].

In summary, the obtained results suggest that fenofibrate may have beneficial effects on the energy metabolism of old rats by increasing the number of mitochondria and peroxisomes in hepatocytes.
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**Figure 1.** EM micrographs of hepatocytes of control young and old rats at lower magnifications. Abbreviations: Al — autolysosome; Ap — autophagosome; col — collagen fibers; De — desmosome; Ld — lipid droplet; Ly — lysosome; m — mitochondrion; N — nucleus; Px — peroxisome; rER — rough endoplasmic reticulum; S — sinusoid; arrow, glycogen rosette; triangle, bile canaliculus.

**Figure 2.** EM micrographs of hepatocytes of control young and old rats at higher magnifications. Abbreviations as in the description of Figure 1 and: Ga — Golgi apparatus.

**Figure 3.** EM micrographs of hepatocytes of FN-treated (feno) young and old rats at lower magnifications. Abbreviations as in the description of Figure 1 and: Ap — autophagosome; Sp — lateral recess of the space of Disse.

**Figure 4.** EM micrographs of hepatocytes of FN-treated (feno) young and old rats at higher magnification. Abbreviations as in the description of Figures 1 and 3.

**Figure 5.** Relative area density of mitochondria, peroxisomes, and lipid droplets in hepatocytes of young and old control and FN-treated (feno) rats measured at the ultrastructural level and expressed as number of organelles per μm². Data are presented as mean ± SD, n = 2 per group, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 (Student t-test).

**Figure 6.** Oil Red O staining of the liver of control and FN-treated (feno) young and old rats. The most representative microphotographs at 200× magnification are shown (A–D). Relative area of lipid droplets (E) was assessed; data are presented as mean ± SD of 3 animals per group, ***p < 0.01 (Student t-test).

**Figure 7.** Protein expression of LC3A/B and beclin 1 in the liver of control and FN-treated (feno) young and old rats. Relative protein levels were determined by Western blotting. Representative blots are shown. Data are presented as mean ± SD, 4 animals per group. No significant changes were found (p > 0.05). Abbreviations: YC — control young rats; YF1 — young rats treated with 0.1% FN; OC — control old rats; OF1 — old rats treated with 0.1% FN (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA).
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